Session 6: Upscaling CSA and accessing climate finance
Zoom-in on pipeline for CSA concept notes for financing, successes, challenges & climate finance streams

SADC/GIZ Adaptation to Climate Change in Rural Areas in Southern Africa (ACCRA)

06 March 2020, ACCRA Roundtable, JHB
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Re-cap on what “we have”

- **A proposal template and pipeline** with 12 concept notes/proposals for investments amounting to 136 Mio Euros developed. All contributing to NDC, NAIP, RAP/CC Strategy, SDGs

- **5 concept notes for investing into CSA in selected value chains:**
  - 3 proposals targeting maize-legume systems in MAL, ZAM, ZIM
  - 1 proposal targeting sorghum systems in BW, LES
  - 1 (?) proposal targeting rangelands/H4H in BW, LES, MOZ, ZAM, ZIM

- **Strong partnerships**: including Ministries of Agriculture, SADC, CCARDESA, FANRPAN, CIMMYT, RSDA, SACAU, CI, PPF and CGIAR Centres

- **EUR 41.5 Million submitted** (8 investment proposals submitted to the GCF, Global Innovation Fund, -IKI/BMUB, DKTI/BMZ, Federal German Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

- **1 Mio Euros secured**

- **GCF Readiness Project implemented** in Botswana
Re-cap on what “we do”

- Train, assist and fund partners to test practices & develop proposals & concept notes
- Present and pitch proposals at regional and global events
- Take up opportunities for submitting regional proposals where we see a chance as GIZ
- Promote proposals among ICPs and within GIZ structures
- Ensure contribution to NDCs, Paris Agreement, RAIP, RAP, SDGs
Complexity of accessing and managing Climate Change resources

Adapted from SADC Other REGs AU AfDB MS MoA MoEA OP MEC DM MW YCA

JICA Japan ‘Cool Earth’ LDCF GEF SCCF UN-REDD UNDP Adaptation Fund Other UN agencies Green Climate Fund USAID India New Zealand Australia Climate Investment Funds PPCR SCF UAE CTF

Source: Tilly, UNDP
... and what we can’t do…

- Promote proposals directly to bi-lateral or multi-lateral partners of MS
- Push for prioritizing proposals in for example Botswana’s GCF Programme Development
- Ensure consideration of proposals in NDC and NAP Implementation and Investment Planning, GCF Programming, EDF Programming, etc.
Stepping Up Engagement Efforts in Sub-Saharan Africa to Catalyse Investments in Climate Action

EU PAVILION SIDE EVENT

Friday 06 December 2019 | 16:30–18:00
Room Helsinki EU Pavilion | IFEMA | Madrid

Drawing on the latest scientific evidence in climate smart agriculture, the side event will feature a theatre performance highlighting the challenges faced by farmers and other stakeholders in the SADC region in scaling up proven technologies and practices. The theatre performance will be followed by investment pitches and interactive discussions on CSA investment planning.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
FANRPAN | Francis Hale | fhale@fanrpan.org | +27 72 585 2522

For updates follow:
@fanrpan @CGIARclimate @CAREClimate @WBG_Climate @ccardesa @giz_lmnz
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